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PREFACE

I wrote this book for my final master thesis in Urban De-
sign and Planning on the Eindhoven University of Tech-
nology, within the Graduation Studio ‘Going Smart’. The 
research is about transforming a former mining area and 
shrinking region into a new connective, innovative and liv-
able molecule valley. Why? To strengthen the Brightlands 
as a knowledge collaboration and thereby the economic 
attractiveness of South-Limburg in general. The empha-
sis lies on the consequences of the growing E-bike trend 
both for direct commuting (with your e-bike from start 
till end point) and indirect commuting (e-bike as a shared 
vehicle to enhance the first and last mile of rail transit).

I was inspired by Dominique Rouillard, who wrote her 
book ‘Door-to-Door’ about the consequences of Elec-
tric Connected Vehicles on our cities. I used her ide-
as as an inspiration to enhance the South-Limburg rail-
way system and for the Chemelot Region in specific. 
Although it is specific for South-Limburg, it could be in-
teresting for the rest of Netherlands or the world as well. 

I believe in making the existing infrastructure smarter, 
more sustainable and more effective, instead  of building 
new ones. 
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SUMMARY

The aim of this research is to help the Chemelot region to 
transform from a merely production industry to a more 
knowledge intensive region that is attractive for knowledge 
workers to live and work. This is relevant since Chemelot, 
the industrial chemical site in between Stein, Beek and Ge-
leen, has to cope with an increasing competition from all 
over the world, especially asia. In addition the Netherlands 
is not the most ideal production site due to dependency on 
oil import, tight sustainability goals and strict safety regu-
lations. To remain vital and competitive, Chemelot wants 
to attract 1400-2300 knowledge workers and 400 students 
and expats in the coming 5 years. This is a large opportunity 
for both the site itself as the direct region which is coping 
with ageing, shrinkage and housing oversupply. However, 
the current amenities, housing and mobility systems are 
not yet suitable enough to support this transformation. 
To solve this problem, this research has done a literature 
review on the wishes of knowledge workers and train op-
portunities in specific. Spatial analysis to understand the 
spatial challenges and opportunities, and proposes a strat-
egy and design with spatial implications for the region.
 
The literature review shows that the direct suburban cities 
near the Chemelot site, within its extensive landscape and 
greenery and cycling routes could be suitable for knowl-
edge workers to live and the denser city centers for stu-
dents and expats. In addition investing in a train- (e)bike 
combination could be a proper  solution to improve the 
connectivity, reduce car congestion, improve the livelihood 
of the street, and cope with health problems simultane-
ously. The policy analysis learns us that the three different 
municipalities involved have overlapping spatial goals, but 
do not collaborate enough. The wishes of the province are 
in line with this research: more knowledge exchange, in-
tensified collaboration with the Brightlands and EUregion, 
and Chemelot should remain one of the main economic 

anchors of South-Limburg, The spatial analysis shows 
that the diverse landscape and history of the region 
provide enough chances for the region to be attractive 
for knowledge workers. However, to do so, there need 
to be dealth with the many infrastructural barriers.

Therefore the masterplan ‘the Connector’  is made.  
Which is a clear (e)cycle axis that connects the Bright-
lands Chemelot Campus (BCC) with the Brightlands 
Chemelot station (former Geleen-Lutterade) and the 
Geleen-East station. Making it much better accessi-
ble by train, and meanwhile creating a lively city and 
knowledge boulevard that connects the landscapes 
(Meuse and Geleenbeek), history in terms of monu-
ments, and provides housing opportunities for knowl-
edge workers. To be succesful, the expected campus 
growth is planned within this connector towards the 
BCC station, using Statemine Maurits as new entry.

In this way, the Chemelot region will not only at-
tract new knowledge workers, but also keep 
more of them, helping to counteract shrinkage 
and strengten the Brightlands as agglomeration.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the collapse of the mine industry from 1965 on-
wards, South-Limburg is coping with large demographic 
challenges such as shrinkage, ageing, and not enough 
economic anchors to compete with cities such as Am-
sterdam, Utrecht, the Randstad and Eindhoven, result-
ing in a drain of the young vital students and knowl-
edge workers. The cities and knowledge institutions of 
South-Limburg need to work together to be able to over-
come this drain and remain a vital province in the future.
 
One of the organizations set up to achieve this goal is the 
Brightlands. Their aim is to bound the three major knowl-
edge institutions of Maastrich, Heerlen and Sittard-Geleen 
together to increase the knowledge exchange and make it 
more attractive for companies to establish themselves in 
South-Limburg, more specifically: on the three campuses. 
This way of clustering increases the concurrence position 
of the campuses and makes it more attractive for knowl-
edge workers to work there and for students to study there.
One of these campuses in particular is lying in an unique 
spot in the middle of a large Chemical industrial site, 
called Chemelot. This 50 hectare industrial area was 
founded in 1950 around the state mine Maurits, owned 
by DSM and currently is a high-end business and re-
search site for all kind of chemical companies. The site 
is surrounded by seven suburban cores which makes 
it difficult to expand. Meanwhile, Chemelot wants 
to attract 1400 to 2300 new knowledge workers and 
400 more students and expats in the coming five year.
BuroSTUB together with Sabic, DSM and the province 
of Limburg, recently did a study on those knowledge 
workers. What do they want? What do they need? Their 
research shows that most knowledge workers want 
to live close to their work, enabling them to cycle to 
work. Preferably in a green area very accessible by car 

and public transport. The seven suburban cores around 
the Chemelot terrain could have potential to house this 
target group. Which is especially interesting to com-
pensate the current shrinkage in the housing market.
However; to attract those knowledge workers, something 
has to change. The region needs to become more accessi-
ble and livable. The train connection to the Chemelot site 
is currently not sufficient, due to the many stations, lack of 
quality and long waiting times for the bus. While the train 
connection is crucial for short stay knowledge workers: stu-
dents and expats. In addition it is necessary to connect with 
the other campuses and for long distance traveling as well.  
Another trend on accessibility, e-cycling is taking a big 
leap. 31% of all the sold bikes in 2017 are e-bikes (Harms, 
Kansen, 2018). Harms shows in addition that (e)cycling 
is a proper new way of transport due to health benefits, 
no noise pollution, and environmental benefits due to 
no emissions. When railway and cycling is combined it 
can lead to even more benefits: more lively public spac-
es, individual freedom of choice, and land use change 
supporting the agglomeration effects among them 
(Kager, Harms 2017). Lastly, (e)bike in combination with 
train largely extends the catchment areas of the region.   

This could benefit the Chemelot region for knowledge 
workers, students and expats. Making theregion better 
accessible by sustainable and healthy transport solutions, 
focusing on the train-(e)cycle integration. Therefore the 
main research question is as follows: How could the 
Chemelot region enhance its accessibility and livability to 
attract and keep knowledge workers, students and expats? 
The first chapter shows the methodology, the second 
chapter is a literature review on transit and accessibility, 
knowledge workers wishes, transit-cycle integration and 
e-cycling. The third chapter is a spatial analysis of the 
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train and cycle system of South-Limburg. Followed by a 
historic analysis and spatial analysis to prove the livability 
of the area. Chapter five is about the design of a new axis 
and shows the design on human scale of the most im-
portant elements. The report ends with a conclusion, dis-
cussion, acknowledgements and finally the bibliography.

The problem statement is as follows:
The Chemelot region needs to attract and keep 
knowledge workers to counteract shrinkage and re-
main economically competitive. However, the region 
not yet fulfills the demands of the knowledge work-
ers in terms of accessibility with transit and livability.

On the left an overview is shown of the Chemelot region 
and its context to have a better indication of the situa-
tion.

Sittard
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METHODOLOGY

Policy Analysis 
The policy analysis is about the current economic and de-
mographic trends of the Chemelot region. With the eco-
nomic trends is meant what the current vision of Chemelot 
2025 is in terms of attracting new companies and the tran-
sition they need to make, as well as the European and glob-
al chemical industry trends in general. The demographics 
policies mainly are about shrinkage and ageing numbers 
and policies. Main sources demographics: the CBS in 2016 

and 2017, and the website of the municipalities Stein, 
Beek, and Sittard-Geleen. For the global chemical trend 
the strategic report from Ronald Berger ‘Chemicals 2035 – 
Gearing up for growth’ in 2015, together with ‘Chemanag-
er-online’ for the European chemical parks, were leading.

Literature review
The first part of the literature review is done to further 
investigate the characteristics of the knowledge workers 

The methodology is summarized in the scheme beneath and briefly explained in the paragraphs.
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and their demands, which has as main 
source the integral research ‘Je Zal 
Er Maar Wonen’. Executed by BuroS-
tub in collaboration with the involved 
municipalities Stein, Beek and Sit-
tard-Geleen and different companies 
that operate on the Chemelot terrain, 
that would benefit from a transition to 
a more knowledge intensive region. 
The second part of the literature re-
view is elaborating on the accessibility 
part of the research. More specifically, 
the ins and out of transit in general. 
Which is important to understand the 
current train-bus system. After that, 
when considering the health and sus-
tainability goals of South-Limburg, 
the consequences of the cycle-train 
synergy is researched. And lastly, the 
Electric Vehicle as first and last mile 
with as main source the book ‘Door-
to-Door’ from Dominique Rouillard. 
Finally, the results of the research and 
e-bike trends are projected on the cur-
rent train stations in South Limburg, 
leading to new strategy on which 
and how to develop the stations, 
and first- and last mile in the future. 

Commuting data analysis
In this data analysis, the current com-
muting data of 1176 knowledge work-
ers working on the Chemelot Campus 
is analyzed, mapped and compared 
with the national commuting data. 
The data was gathered by the organ-

ization ‘Maastricht Bereikbaar’ in Sep-
tember 2016 by doing an extensive 
survey on 26 companies from the 
Brightlands, with as largest partici-
pating companies Arlanxeo & BCC, 
DSM and Sabic, all operating on the 
Chemelot campus. The response rate 
was 70%. The commuting data of the 
other 30% of the knowledge workers is 
determined by an expert judgement.

Spatial analysis
On municipal scale the spatial analy-
sis helped to investigate the current 
livability of the region. The analysis 
contains maps of the surrounding 
landscapes, cultural highlights, differ-
ent water streams, the current amen-
ities and puts the landscape of the 
Chemelot region in a provincial context 
as well. The analysis is strengthened by 
a series of photos, mostly taken in per-
son during a location visit in juli 2018. 

Historic analysis
When looking at the urban form of 
the Chemelot region, seven subur-
ban cores around a 800 hectares 
chemical terrain, separated by mul-
tiple high-, water- and railways, you 
might wonder how it developed itself 
that way. Therefore, an historic anal-
ysis is done, using the ‘Topo Tijdre-
is’ maps from QGIS, from which the 
significant differences per relevant 
year are drawn from 1850 to 2018.

Design
Lastly, all the relevant conclusions 
from the policy analysis, literature 
study, data gathering, historic and 
spatial analysis, are put together to 
form an overall strategy for the re-
gion, and are clustered in one mas-
terplan: the Connector, containing 
a knowledge and  city boulevard. Its 
most important elements are the up-
grade of station Geleen-Lutterade to 
Brightlands Chemelot station, the (e)
cyclelane itself and the new Bright-
lands campus development. This last 
one is showcased on a human scale.
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CHAPTER 1: 
TREND ANALYSIS
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VISION CHEMELOT 2025

In the core of the Western Mine Area, in between Ge-
leen, Stein and Beek, lies Chemelot. With a size of 800 
ha, 60 factories, 8000 employees and 150 companies it 
has a significant influence on the region. Therefore, to be 
able to make a strategic masterplan for the region, it is 
important to know what Chemelot is about, what their 
vision is and what the consequences of their vision are. In 
addition, the European and global chemical trend is ana-
lyzed, to check the realism of their plans of the future. 

Chemelot Vision 2025
Chemelots main ambition is to become the most compet-
itive and sustainable chemical and material site of West-
ern-Europe. They want to achieve this by stimulating a sus-
tainability transition of all their processes and products, 
thereby trying to be as circular as possible (using the resid-
ual flows of one company as input for the other chemical 
company). Two important conditions of this transition are:
competitiveness: transform in an economi-
cally responsible way for all stakeholders and 
livability: transform in a social-
ly responsible way (safe and sustainable). 
This livability factor is important for Chemelot to main-
tain a good relationship with its surrounding municipal-
ities, since many employees live there, but also since 
they are dependent of the surrounding municipalies 
for the so called ‘koepelvergunning’. A permit, that of-
fers more possibilities within their own borders as long 
as it does not endanger the safety of the surrounding 
citizens. In addition, Chemelot wants to strengthen its 
unique selling point: a multi-user site, a big and inte-
grated chemical park that allows everything from re-
search, education, test facilities to the production itself. 
Being as integral as possible by stimulating collaboration 
between campus, companies, on-site service compa-
nies, the Brightlands and other knowledge institutions.

Chemelots facts & figures

€10 billion annual
 turnover

20% of the Dutch 
chemical sector 

>100 nationalities Centre of Europe

150 companies 50km infrastructure

60 factories 8000 employees
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How to achieve those goals
Because of the transition above Chemelot want to attract 
1400 to 2700 new knowledge workers. 400 students and 
100 new companies, those numbers together demand a 
growth of 73.000 – 125.000 m2 (gross). Striking is that 
Chemelot wants this growth to be realized outside its 
current borders, preferably to the North along the high-
way. Main reasons: DSM owns that ground and it is along 
the highway, and as far as possible from the citizens. In 
the conclusions of the accessibility analysis, more light is 
shed whether expanding to the North is the best solution. 

Consequences
1400 – 2700 knowledge workers
400 students
100 companies
73.000 – 125.000 m2 growth 

Global & European trends in the Chemical 
industry:
When looking at the global chemical industry, there are 
increasingly more reasons for companies to choose for 
industrial sites in the Middle East and the United States. 
Research of Roland Berger in 2015 and Deloitte in 2012 
both state that the feedstock disadvantage is the main 
reason. Middle east sits on the natural resources and 
the US has a significant stock of natural gas. Simultane-
ously the chemical clusters outside the EU are largely 
expanding their manufacturing footprint, especially Chi-
na is building huge chemical parks. The third argument 
is about regulationws. The chemical production indus-
try, especially those of basic chemicals is very energy 
consuming and potentially environmental polluting. The 
EU actively has policies to reduce large not sustainable 
industrial energy consumption through stricter regula-
tions. In addition, other manufacturing industries, which 
are the most important clients of specialized chemi-
cals are rapidly moving to the low wage countries. Last-
ly the demand in the chemical industry is shifting to 
more bio-based, sustainable and circular end products. 
All those arguments are rapidly decreasing the pro-
duction chances on the long term for the European 
chemical companies, and therefore also for Chemelot. 

Conclusions
Chemelot has done the right trend analysis and recog-
nizes the everything or nothing scenario, due to the in-
creasing European and global competition. Being one 
of the best or don’t be there at all in 2050. Their goals 
of expansion of their campus, industrial site and at-
traction of knowledge workers seem therefore valid. 
In addition, a comparison between other Dutch and 
German chemical site shows that the multi-user site 

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

Figure 2. Chemelot from start in 2000 to 2025
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principle, facilitating the whole chain from idea to 
production idea, is relatively unique. Only two other 
chemical parks in the Netherlands collaborate with 
educational institutions and facilitate R&D. Those 
sites are in Amsterdam and Enschede. Which is a 
good selling point. The transformation of from fossil 
based industry to bio-based industry demands re-
thinking the structure of the site, since new physical 
connections between companies need to be made. 
This could be an opportunity for a new growth. How-
ever, their expansion plan is currently mostly focused 
on the North near the highway. The arguments seem 
to be thin: close to the highway and the ground 

is theirs. This research doubts if this is the right strategy 
and will further elaborate on this later on in this research. 

Figure 3. World Chemical sales 

Figure 4: Chemical sites in Europe 
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DEMOGRAPHICS

South-Limburg is coping with several demographical 
trends that have significant influence on the social eco-
nomics of the Western Mining Area, including the mu-
nicipalities of the Chemelot Region: Sittard-Geleen, 
Beek and Stein. This is crucial to understand before 

generating a new vision or masterplan for this region. 

The province of Limburg 
One of the most important demographic trend in Lim-
burg is the drain of younger people, leading to ageing 
and shrinkage. (woonmilieukaart Zuid-Limburg fase 2, 
2014). Also according to Progneff 2017, the number 
of private households will decrease significantly, go-
ing together with a decreasing need of housing stock. 

There is also some good news for Limburg. Recent num-
bers prove that the nr. of immigrants is significantly grow-
ing, fully compensation both the inland migration ánd the 
higher number of elderly that pass away. (Progneff, 2017)

Chemelot region
The nr. of house holds in the western mining area (;arger 
then the Chemelot region) is prognozed to shrink the most 
together with Parkstad. In 2050 is expected a decrease of 
17.5%. (Sittard-Geleen in Cijfers). In addition, due to the 
ageing in the region, the mortallity numbers will further 
outgrow the number of births. Luckily due to the increas-
ing individualism and more elderly that keep living on 
their own, the nr. of households is currently in balance. 

When you look at the type of neighborhoods, there is 
a large difference in shortage and oversupply of dwell-
ings within that neighborhoods. Agrarian living, cen-
trum core living, spacious living and and city centrum 

living are the categories that show a shortage of hous-
es and are prognosed to remain wanted untill 2030. Of 
those categories the spacious neighborhoods is the most 
popular. With a shortage of 61% in 2020. (Woonmilieu-
kaart Zuid-Limburg, 2014) the minecolonies and gar-
denvillages are the least wanted. They currently show 
an oversupply of 28%, followed by the regular suburbs 
and smaller villages. This has lead to a provincial policy 
to aim for transformation in those neighborhoods.  And 
although there is a shortage of houses in the spacious 
neighborhoods. The oversupply of houses in other neigh-
borhoods is large. To strengthen this policy: every new 
build house in the Chemelot region needs to 4% of the 
mortgage need to be put in a demolution fund. To be able 
to get rid of the existing non attractive stock of houses. 

Conclusion
The demographical trends of Limburg and the Chemelot 
region in specific are not very promising. Especial-
ly the old mine colonies and old city neighborhoods 
are having troubles and cope with housing oversupply.

However, the suburban neigborhoods of Stein and Beek 
remain relatively good balanced and the growing nr. of 
single households is currently preventing an even higher 
oversupply of houses. Also the high number of immigrants 
coming to the region reduces the housing oversupply. 

Despite those positive trends, the overall trend is shrink-
age and therefore the attraction of new knowledge-
workers would be very welcome. The transformation of 
the old neighborhoods plays an important role in that.
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CHAPTER 2: 
LITERATURE STUDY
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Within this literature study,  the knowledge workers 
demands are researched. The answer is split up into 
two major questions: who are knowledge workers? 
And what are the main demands of those knowledge 
workers in terms of housing, amenities and mobility?
 
Who are knowledge workers? 
According to (Kleinman, 2001) knowledge workers can 
be defined as employees whose primary contribution to 
the workplace is knowledge of a specific subject. They 
often are scientists and engineers and have been well 
educated (HBO or university). They can be anywhere be-
tween the age of early twenties to the late sixties. In the 
recent study of BuroStub (Je zal er maar wonen, 2016) 
they categorized the knowledge workers into three age 
groups: 20-35 years, 35-50 years, and 50 – 65 years old. 
International knowledge workers are also considered. 

What are their main demands in terms of housing, 
amenities and mobility?
From Burostubs research could further be derived that the 
most important reason to choose were you want to work, 
after the job itself and its terms of employment, is the work 
and living environment. This research merely focussed on 
enhancing this living and work environment to not just at-
tract the knowledge workers, but also keep them. As the 
figures beneath show, most knowledge workers want a 
good accessibility by car (highway), a supermarket close 
by, a quiet environment and greenery. In addition, public 
transport is found important. For all the age groups public 
transport is in the top 5 and for the younger knowledge 
workers and internationals it is in the top 3 of demands. 

When looking at the Chemelot region. Car accessibility 

is already very good, due to the two highways running 
right through the region. Greenery, landscapes and basic 
amenities such as a supermarket are already there as well. 
However: the public transport can be largely improved. 
Especially to the Chemelot campus, on which most of 
the knowledge workers are working. The older groups of 
knowledge workers merely need this transit for intercity 
trips to visit friends, family and facilities. The younger group 
and international group need it for commuting as well and 
therefore prioritize it higher. Concluding, a proper transit 
seems an important condition for knowledge workers, and 
even more for students and expats. The rest of the para-
graphs is this chapter elaborate therefore more on transit.

KNOWLEDGEWORKERS

Figure 7: Preferences choice of residence of different age groups of knowledge 
workers (je zal er maar wonen)
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What are the advantages of improving train transit? 
And what are the less attractive argu-
ments for implementing transit? With tran-
sit is meant in this  concext just public transport .
 
Before answering those questions, lets briefly explain 
about the most competitive travel mode of transit: the 
car. The main reasons why people chose for the car are 
freedom of choice, relative short travel time and in ad-
dition a status symbol. (Steg, L. 2004). However, it also 
generates various environmental social and economic 
problems. Environmental problems concern the emis-
sions of toxic and harmful substances. The extension 
of road infrastructure causes distortion and fragmen-
tation of natural areas, and on social level car use can 
threaten the urban quality of life because it is noisy, 
causes odor annoyance, local air pollution and yields 
traffic accidents. Economically speaking, congestion, 
parking time and costs are the most negative points.  

Because of the latter arguments, it would be a good idea 
to reduce car use. Or at least provide good alternatives. 
How? The simplest one is promoting other modes of trans-
port. Rail transit could be a good alternative, especially in 
South-Limburg and the Chemelot region, since the rail in-
frastructure is already there. The main advantages of tran-
sit are that it is a good way to move many people relatively 
fast without using too much space, making it a very effec-
tive way of traveling. (Walker, 2012) In addition, it causes 
much less environmental pollution, due to little emission, 
and stimulate the pedestrian life in station areas. From a 
social point of view, it also leads to inclusiveness.  Everyone 
can use it. Especially for elderly, students, disabled peo-
ple, or people who can’t afford a car, it is a welcome alter-

native. the institute of public transportation and develop-
ment even states that much more governments worlwide 
should invest billions in public transport. (ITDP, 2017). 

As all travel modes, transit has disadvantages as well. The 
main ones are the high costs, both for the government as 
for the users, non-frequency in low demand areas, and the 
difficulty with the first- and last mile. (Levinson, Marshall, 
& Axhausen, 2017).The transit system is a supply-based 
system: it functions with a strict time table to which users 
need to adapt too. This makes it trustable, but also can 
lead to the feeling of less individual freedom, and annoy-
ances when the train or bus is not exactly on time. When 
looking at the Chemelot region, according to Burostub, 
the largest problem with public transport is the relatively 
non-frequent bus trips, leading to often long travel time 
and less individual freedom. In addition, the campus lies 
relatively far away from the train stations, and from the bus 
stop it is still at least a five-minute walk to your building.

Concluding, public transport has many advantag-
es above the car, but has several downsides as well. 
What if we integrate it with other travel modes?

TRANSIT
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Using the train in combination with cycling has sever-
al advantages. In the article ‘Synergies from improved 
cycling-transit integration towards an integrated urban 
mobility system’ from Roland Kager and Lucas Harms in 
2017, is elaborated on the transit-cycle combination ben-
efits for the travelers, transit operators and agglomera-
tions. It appeared that the benefits are overwhelming on 
several layers and could also lead to more opportunities 
for the Brightlands and the Chemelot region in specif-
ic. What these benefits exactly are and how Kager and 
Harms came to their conclusions is described beneath.

Train-bike integration is scalable to cater for urban mo-
bility needs, while being sustainable and compatible 
with attractive streets and public space. The train part 
causes speed and efficiency (high ridership) on the long 
distance and the cycling part makes sure of the speed 
and flexibility on short distance. This way, the oppo-
site weaknesses of the other mode are covered. (in-
trinsic low door-to door accessibility of transit (first and 
last mile problem) vs limited action radius of cycling. 
(Kager, et al. 2017). In this way the train-bike syner-
gy leads to both coverage as ridership. (Walker, 2012).

Other advantages are exercising (healthy), flexibili-
ty, more individual choice and reliability due to en-
larged catchment areas. Beneath a couple of mech-
anisms that prove those advantages graphically and 
show the effects on land-use and travel patterns.

TRAIN - BIKE SYNERGY

1.Mechanism of an increase of catchment areas
It connects to 9 times more people and places to a giv-
en station or transit service than walking, from a giv-
en station. Leading to outperform the car on high us-
age, and feeder transit alternatives on low usage. 

2. Mechanism of increased customization
This system allows travelers to better uphold their 
personal preferences, which means more individu-
al freedom, and more individual travel behavior for 
the cycling part. (which facilities, when to depart, 
etc). More room for individual choices and wishes. 
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3. Mechanism of increased mar-
ket base for rapid transit systems
Train-bike synergy also lead to an increased market base 
for rapid transit system (since the last and first mile covers 
more distance, less bus stops and transit transfers are need-
ed --> save on fares, save on travel time, save on transfers. 

4.Mechanism of increased liveliness of public space
When the stations are more clustered, and peo-
ple use more transit, bike use increases as well. That 
leads to an increase in number of people out in pub-
lic space. This increased number of ‘faces on the 
street’ improve the perceptions of urban space as saf-
er and more attractive. It increases a feeling of be-
longing being connected to a place and the people. 
room for individual choices and wishes. 

5. Mechanism of land use change 
that supports agglomeration effects
Cycling-Transit integration tends to reinforce poly-nuclear 
structures of separated densities rather than dispersed 
concentration of people and functions. --> increased av-
erage proximity. such spatial patterns have been identi-
fied a success for agglomeration economies (Dijkstra et 
al. 2012; Duranton and Puga, 2004 Combes and Gobil-
lon2014) and information economies (Castells, 2007) and 
lead to Poly-nuclear centers at intermediate distances.

Concluding, the transit cycling combination has the follow-
ing benefits: agglomeration benefits, improved accessibili-
ty, structuring urban areas, increased liveliness of the pub-
lic space poly-nuclear centers at intermediate distances.
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The improved accessibility and increased liveliness of the 
public space would be very useful to attract knowledge 
workers. Its scalable implementation would be great for 
the agglomeration-effect, to strengthen the borrowed 
size agglomeration. And by stimulating this healthy and 
sustainable synergy, more amenities and facilities can be 
clustered around the largest train stations. In addition, 
the bike train combination has the potential of creating 
different cycling routes with different experiences and 
characteristics around those stations. One which goes the 
fastest from A to B. One through an attractive area (rec-
reational routes) and one with inclusion of intermediate 
destinations (shops, restaurant, visiting friends/family)
Increased liveliness of the public space leads 
to more interaction, more social network, and 
therefore more connection with the place. 

However, this system is not new for the Netherlands. 
The bike-train combination is applied often already, and 
regularly used by students, normal commuters and el-
derly. They are even building the largest bike-parking 
garage of the world near the Central Station of Utrecht 
with 7.500 bike-parking spots, and aiming for 12.500 in 
2019. This not only includes privately owned bikes. But 
also shared bike-renting: 750 OV-bikes that can be bor-
rowed for €3,75 a day with a maximum of 72 hours. 

So the this proves that the synergy works. This shared 
OV-bike renting system from and to stations start-
ed as a pilot in 2015, and did not stop to raise in pop-
ularity since then. Today, especially in the larger cities 
the OV-bikes are often rented-out after 10:00 already. 

Consequences for the chemelot region

This popularity proves that biking from and to stations 
works, and should be embraced in every station, as 
the new both healthy ánd sustainable feeder system.  

8: Utrecht cycle station central
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The previous paragraphs prove that using a (shared or pri-
vate) bike to cover the first- and last mile has many advan-
tages and should therefore be stimulated. However, still 
77% of the Dutch working force goes to their work by car. 
(Transport en Mobiliteit, 2016) Why? Some arguments are 
that the bike distance from the station is too long, simply 
no stations around, lack of comfort, or that biking takes too 
much energy, and no one wants to start their working day 
with a sweaty shirt. So let’s think about a potential travel 
mode to solve some of those remaining downsides as well.

When considering biking, there is another trend going on: 
the rise of the e-bike. And in general: the electric connect-
ed vehicle. Although there is hardly any literature about 
the electric bike, electric connected vehicles and its con-
sequences, let alone in combination with transit. I found 
one book called ‘Door-to-Door’ from Dominque Rouillard 
written in 2015. This book is written as a creative and nar-
rative research on the consequences of ECV’s (Electric/
Environmental Friendly Connected Vehicles) on architec-
ture and urbanism. Rouillard states in her book that ECV’s 
brings an extension of reachable distances that modifies 
our conception of proximity due to the increase of catch-
ment areas. This new proximity asks for a whole different 
programming of the city. Both more dispersed and more 
concentrated, ever more rhizomatic (homogeneous and 
interconnected). In addition, she underlines the trend of 
more individual urban transport (success of the fiat 500, 
smarts, electric bicycles, mopeds) since 2012. And when 
in 2015 the electricity component was added, those in-
dividual transport modes became more clean and qui-
et as well, a warm welcome in the often highly polluted 
car dominated city centers worldwide. In fact, the ECV’s 
should be described as an external skeleton to speed peo-

ple up and enabling them to carry heavy loads as well, 
thereby creating ‘the post-human man’. But what still 
misses according to Rouillard, is the ‘trendy’ and ‘con-
vincing’ (Instagram worthy) of those new small electric 
vehicles, as they are currently often related to disability. 
Some examples are: 

8: four examples of an Electric Vehicle

ELECTRIC CONNECTED VEHICLES
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When summing up, the electric vehicle, is clean, quiet, al-
lows fast individual transport, sustainable, and small. Mak-
ing it a perfect vehicle for high dense areas, where parking 
spots are very expensive, and space is scarce. A clear exam-
ple of such an area is a main train station and its surround-
ings. Furthermore, an important consequence of this new 
individual electric vehicle trend is that they are highly 
competitive with the current basic feeder system: busses. 

My research underlines those findings, and therefore fo-
cusses on the main train station areas, as the train allows 
a very fast long-distance connection and will therefore re-
main a very efficient way of transport on the long haul. 
Smaller train stations and bus stations will be slowly dis-
appearing and changed in personal electric vehicle hubs. 
Of course the main bus lines with high ridership during 
rush hours will remain and continue as an electric one. But 
the low ridership bus stations will transform into personal 
electric vehicle hubs to remain the coverage for elderly, 
children, and students. In that way you don’t have the ex-
pensive costs of an empty large bus with driver, and still 
have the coverage. To prove and further underpin those 
changes however, would be a thesis on its own. Therefore, 
I leave it to this argumentation, and focus my research on 
main train stations only. In addition, I won’t elaborate on 
all ECV’s, but will focus only on the e-bike. The argument 
for that is that it can be used as an EV ánd as a normal bike 
simultaneously, which means it has the advantages of 
the train-bike synergy explained earlier, with the healthy 
lifestyle, individual freedom and increase of liveliness as 
most important points, as well as (most of) the advantag-
es of the ECV as pointed out by the research of Dominique 
Rouillard with a new proximity as most important point. 

Thus, the next chapter will fully be about the e-bike, and 
the theory of enlarged catchment areas from train stations, 
thereby increasing the first- and last mile of the train con-
nection, which allows the system to compete with the car 
in terms of travel time, while simultaneously stimulating 
the local economy and liveliness in the Chemelot region.
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The proximity in terms of distance measured by time has 
been imposing itself slowly- since the end of the 19th 
century  - and is now doing so on short times. It is a var-
iable idea that in our minds today is a distance in terms 
of time of 10 minutes by foot, or of 500 to 800 m. Or 10 
minutes by cycle or of 2.5km by bicycle. ECVs will consid-
erably modify the situation on the 10 traditional minutes.    

When  you take a look at those 10 minutes catchment 
areas, and you compare them. You’ll get a new proximity. 
ECVs and the e-bike in specific lead to new catchment 
areas. Shown in the figure beneath.

PROXIMITY, AN IDEA THAT IS GROWING DISTANT
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E-BIKE FACT SHEET

Sources: Kerncijfers effecten van fietsen in Nederland 
2018. Univé consumenten monitor, ANWB en Bureau 
Blauw.

63% of the Dutch People thinks 
the electric bike are not just for 

elderly. 

48% of the Dutch people find 
e-bikes increasingly hip.

The cost per mile is less than 5 
cents for an e-bike vs 71 cents for 

a car.  (US)

The e-bike can be 1,6 x as fast as 
a normal bike. Not taking speed 

pedelecs into account

This short summary of facts underlines the rapidly 
growing market share and potential of the e-bike. 
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CHAPTER 3: 
ACCESSIBLITY
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CHAPTER 3: 
ACCESSIBLITY

EBIKE - TRAIN 
For indirect commuting and long distance trips3.1 
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when applying the 10 minute catch-
ment areas on the South-Limburg 
train stations, the map (FIGURE) 
is the result. From it can be de-
rived that there are three intercity 
stations and 29 sprinter stations, 
which is many. This has due to the 
mining past of the mid 20th centu-
ry when the region was booming 
and the coals where shipped by 
train in large numbers. The small-
er stations functioned as boarding 
point for the mineworkers, living 
close together around the stations.

However, since the collapse of 
the mining industry, the stations 
remained. When looked at the 
catchment areas there is a lot 
of overlap between the 10 min-
ute stations. In addition, many of 
them lie in a very low dense areas. 
Which can be seen by the inten-
sity of the infrastructure in grey. 

Concluding, the current overlap-
ping catchment areas and many 
stations lead to a lack of quality, low 
ridership, and unneccessary stops 
for the sprinter. Therefore, the fo-
cus should lie on the main stations.

TRAIN STATIONS  | Current situation
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TRAIN STATIONS | New proposal: focus on main sprinter and IC stations
As shown in the previous map, 
the 10 minute catchment area by 
bike and foot are already overlap-
ping too much. With the addition 
of electric vehicles (e-bike) on 
the first and last mile, the catch-
ment areas are enlarged major-
ly to 4.15 km in 10 minutes with 
25km/h (a normal e-bike speed), as 
shown in the previous paragraphs. 

Spatially this new catchment areas 
mean more coverage with less sta-
tions. The remaining stations are 
chosen based on density of the sur-
rounding area, its economic impor-
tance (such as a nearby business 
park where many people work), 
recreative hotspots (such as Valk-
enburg) and on coverage (inhabit-
ants of South-Limburg need to be 
able to have transit in a relatively 
short distance, especially elderly, or 
disabled). Those four parameters 
determined the remaining stations. 

Concentrating on those eleven 
sprinter stations and three intercity 
stations has several advantages: 

1. Almost twice as much budget 
for the remaining stations. Which 

can be used to invest in shared 
e-bikes or attracting facilities, 
promotion of transit -(e)bike and 
additional quality and comfort. 

2. Reduction of travel time
Every stop the train does not have to 
take, means two minutes of travel 
time reduction per station. Which 
saves especially on the axis Heer-
len -Sittard at least four minutes. 

3. Stimulate (e)cycling and there-
fore put effort in the ambi-
tion of the province to become 
more healthy, eventually saving 
them costs on healthcare by re-
ducing obisitas related cases. 
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The previous analysis showed the 
impact of the growth of catchment 
areas for South-Limburg as a whole. 
This paragraph focuses on the specif-
ic case of commuting to the Chemelot 
region. Since one of the important 
goals of this research was to make 
the Chemelot region more accessible 
by transit and the train-(e)bike syn-
ergy could help to achieve that goal.

To start with, the existing commut-
ing data of knowledge workers to 
the Chemelot campus is analysed. 
For this analysis the data of Maas-
tricht Bereikbaar 2016, who did a 
survey for 1171 knowledge workers, 
to determine their current place of 
residence and preferenced mobility 
mode. The participating companies 
where Arlanxeo, DSM, and Sabic. 

The results where estonishing. 81% of 
the knowledgeworkers went to work 
by car. Simulaniously,  many of them

CHEMELOT CAMPUS COMMUTING | Residence knowledge workers

Current situation 

The ‘smart traveling’ concept

The current sitution shows 81% car 
use, and hardly any e-bike and OV. 
Which explains the congestion on the 
A2 and its turns during rush hours.

The smart traveling concept is invent-
ed by Maastricht Bereikbaar based on 
the survey. 282 people have registered 
that they are potentially interested in 
using the e-bike. (within 15km range).

However: the OV potential is esti-
mated at 3%, when the travel time 
is 1.6x that of the car. This could be 
much higher and should be at least 
20% at the expense of car commut-
ers (for argumentation see lit. re-
view). Too stimulate this, a couple of 
steps are taken. Starting with map-
ping their locations of the homes of 
knowledge workers, and categoriz-
ing them in different travel modes.

The map of the right shows this i.c.m. 
the black cirkels that give an idea 
about the distance. As can be seen, 
the most car users live outside the 
15km circle in Maastricht and Heer-
len and almost all go by car. This 
is strange, since most of them live 
closeby a train station. The follow-
ing paragraph elaborates on this fact.

My aim
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15km 20km5km2.5km
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CHEMELOT CAMPUS COMMUTING | Travel time comparison

25 min 

22 min 

31 min 

5 min 

5 min 

17 min 

5 min 

Roermond 

Heerlen 

Maastricht 

BCC

Roermond - BCC      31 min

Maastricht  - BCC     25 min
Heerlen - BCC          22 min

LEGEND

4km e-cycle range

car route

first mile
last mile
Brightlands Chemelot Campus

borders province Limburg

TOTAL TRAVEL TIME

20 min 

26 min 

highway

ASSUMPTIONS
* Parking time excluded
* Congestion excluded
* Travel time from Googlemaps

CURRENT TRAVEL TIME CAR TO BCC 

To find out why such a low per-
centage of knowledge workers 
commuters go by train while they 
live right next to the station, an 
travel time comparison is done. 

Firstly, the car is travel time is calcu-
lated. This is done by Google Mapping 
from the station of Maastricht, Heer-
len and Roermond to the BCC campus. 
The stations are chosen since thy lie 
respectively in the middle of the city. 
Maastricht Heerlen and Roermond 
are chosen, since many of the knowl-
edge workers live there and it are IC 
(intercity) stations. furthermore, the 
first and last-mile is estimated. In 
the car case this is just five minutes. 

When applying those parameters, 
the calculated travel time from Maas-
tricht is 20 minutes, from Heerlen 17 
minutes and from Roermond 31 min-
utes. This is to the old BCC location. 
Resulting in an average of 26 minutes. 

Important facts are that the park-
ing time is excluded in this calcula-
tion as well as the congestion when 
traveling during rush hour. Which 
means an average of 26 minutes 
by car is an optimistic scenario.
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Secondly, the travel time with public 
transport is calculated. The same three 
city cores are taken into account, and 
Google Maps Route guiding is domi-
nant again. For the first and last mile, 
10 minutes is taken into account, as-
suming the knowledge workers bike 
with a normal bike to the station. 
This leads to the following results:

55 minutes from Maastricht, 55 
minutes from Roermond and 48 
minutes from Heerlen. And there-
fore on average 53 minutes. 

When comparing this  with the car 
option, the travel time is two times 
as high, and in addition the user need 
to bike, take a train, then a bus, and 
lastly need to walk to their office. 
This is not a competitive trip at all. 
Unless you don’t own a car, or live 
far away which probably explains 
the 3% of public transport users.

Striking is that station Geleen-Lut-
terade (geographically the clos-
est to the campus), is not ad-
vised by any travel forecaster. 
(9292ov, Google Maps or NSapp)
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Thirdly, the travel time with public 
transport is calculated when using 
shared e-bikes for the last mile and 
focussing on staton Geleen-Lutterade. 

The same three city cores are tak-
en into account, and Google Maps 
Route guiding is dominant again. The 
last mile is just five minutes since the 
e-bike is relatively fast. Also new is the 
sprinter station stopping at the cur-
rent Geleen East station, instead of go-
ing all the way to IC station Sittard first. 

By focussing on these two stations a 
clear axis pops up, which guides the 
e-bike route as last mile. During rush 
hours a shuttle bus from the stations 
could be used to cope with the large 
demand of people from the trains.

In terms of travel times this would 
lead to a 39 minutes trip from Roer-
mond, 28 minutes from Maastricht, 
and 26 minutes from Heerlen. Lead-
ing to an average of 31 minutes. 

Conclusions: 
The new focus, with e-bikes as last 
mile lead to 38% travel time reduction 
compared to the old public transport 
system. In addition it becomes almost 
as fast as the car on average, very 
competive. And already faster then 
the car for the traject Maastricht - BCC
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CHEMELOT CAMPUS COMMUTING | Possible train commuting flows
The travel time comparison proves 
that the existing railway has much 
more potential then it currently ap-
pears, especially when combining 
it with an shared e-bike system for 
the last mile. Let me be clear, travel 
time is certainly not the only thing 
that is important, comfort, quality, 
facilities, costs, health, sustainabili-
ty are some of the other  important 
factors as well. Another advantage 
of the train is that you can work or 
have a meeting during your trip. 

The map on the right show the po-
tential commuting flows by train 
and e-bike from the North and 
South, in combination with the 
places where the knowledge work-
ers live (outside the 15km zone). 
Striking is that most of the current 
knowledge workers live in Heerlen 
and Maastricht, within the 10 min-
ute catchment area by bike, and es-
pecially many people within the 10 
minutes catchment area by e-bike. 

In addition the two smaller figures 
show a zoom in on the first- and 
last mile. Since they form a very 
important part of the solution. 
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DIRECT E-BIKE 
For direct commuting and shorter trips3.2 
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CURRENT (E)BIKE PLANS

Planned provincial high speed (e)bike lanes

Economic anchors & population density

Ofcourse the e-bike has much influ-
ence on direct commuting as well, 
without the use of a train in between. 
The province has noticed that as well 
and made some plans for the future 
(Uitvoeringsprogramma Fiets, “more 
space for the bicycle in Limburg”, 
2016-2019). these plans are spatially 
shown on the right. The idea is that 
it connects the four historical city 
centres. In addition, recreational ar-
eas (light orange) and international 
routes to Aachen are drawn (yellow). 

A good innitiative to promote cycling 
and thereby a healthy and sustaina-
ble lifestyle. However, it stands out 
that the Chemelot region is just used 
as a pass trough, and not as a node 
itself. This is rather strange, since the 
Chemelot region has 67.000 inhab-
itants, and holds the most important 
economic anchors such as DSM and 
Sabic, leading to at least 8.000 jobs, 
leading to a lot of commuting to and 
from Chemelot, while Sittard does not 
have many large economic anchors. 

Because of those two arguments, 
my proposal is to add a cycle high-
way node in the Chemelot region, 
in between the statons Geleen-Lut-
terade and Geleen-Oost, connecting 
them with the current campus. Im-
portant is then the by-pass as well, 
from the east axis to Geleen-Oost. 
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NEW PROPOSED (E)BIKE PLAN
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CHEMELOT CAMPUS COMMUTING | E-bike commuting flows

When adding the location of the 
knowledge workers that live with-
in 15 kilometers range, there can be 
seen that many people live around 
those cycle high way axis. Howev-
er, East of Chemelot and North-East 
of Chemelot live many knowledge 
workers as well. An important sug-
gestion is to include those commut-
ing flows in the cycle network as well. 

In addition, quite a lot of knowl-
edge workers live in Brunssum, for 
which it is important to make the 
bypass. This intervention in combi-
nation with the e-bike for the last 
mile from the train-(e)bike analysis, 
leads to an even stronger axis. from 
Geleen to the Brightlands Campus.  
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CHAPTER 4: 
LIVABILITY
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This chapter will analyse the spatial context of the 
Chemelot region, to understand the unique urban 
form of the region and to look at the region as a 
whole instead of the seperate municipalities.
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HISTORY 1850 - 1960
1950
From this period onwards, the area starts to develop rap-
idly. The Statemine Maurits is booming and the first spatial 
consequences can be seen. The coal mine is connected to 
the Juliana canal by rail. Which also has to do with the 
booming coal industry in and around Heerlen, moving its 
coal on this new rail track as well. The statemine is grow-
ing. In addition, DSM has settled itself above the Statem-
ine Maurits next to the railway. The main goal of DSM was 
processing the raw coal with nitrogen to make it more 
suitable for warming houses. (more efficient combustion). 
In addition, the first mine colonies where founded, purely 
meant as clustered living area for the mineworkers and its 
bosses. Three examples of them are the ‘Lindenheuvel’ Ke-
rensheide’ and Sander. Geleen is starting to expand as well.

1960
Striking is the expansion of DSM to the south of the 
railway, opening a whole new area of expertise. Name-
ly the production of poly ethylene, which has nothing 
to do with the coal mines. Meanwhile the DSM part 
on the northside is still growing, as well as the mine 
colonies Kleindorp, Lindenheuvel, Geleen and Ker-
ensheide. In addition, the villages Stein, Elsloo, Beek 
and Neerbeek near the Meuse are starting to grow 
as well, completely new neighborhoods are build.

The historic analysis is crucial to understand the cur-
rent structure of the Chemelot region. Formed by the 
infrastructural changes and the most influential spa-
tial changes in history, and the influence that the land-
scape has had on the region. This is relevant for apply-
ing a new infrastructural solution and to cope with it 
in the masterplan. The historic analysis starts in 1850 
and moves onwards. It first shows the structure of 
the landscape alone, then the first villages starting 
from 1850, showing all the developments until 2018. 

1850
In 1850 the area existed of only small walkable villages with 
just a couple of houses, living from agriculture. Striking in 
this area is that the railway was already there. As you can 
see, Geleen, Lutterade, Krawinkel, Neerbeek, Beek, Elso en 
Stein where already recognizable as separate villages, with 
agricultural land in between. Interesting as well is the cas-
tle near Stein, the Roodhuis, Huilhuis en Huis Jansgeleen.

1929 was the year that Staatsmijn Maurits was founded 
in the area. This happened after the Dutch government 
recognized that the coal rich areas had potential industrial 
and economic value. It was partly a reaction on the Bel-
gians and Germans who rapidly opened coalmines in the 
surrounding areas the years before. In addition, the map 
clearly shows the beginning of the hilly landscape on the 
south. On the foot of that hills, many stone mines popped 
up, to make stones from the ‘Limburgse Klei or Löss’.
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1850 origin villages near local streams 1925 foundation state mine Maurits

1950 Foundation DSM, railconnection with canal 1960 Large expansions, DSM chemical focus
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HISTORY 1970 - 2018
2000
Besides the growing chemical industry, the surrounding 
villages and the city of Geleen, started to plan their own 
local companies against the border of the Chemelot region 
as a sort of ‘buffer’ in between the heavy chemical indus-
try and the living area, with the houses of the employees. 
Furthermore, most mine colonies on the Chemelot site 
disappeared. And Geleen is densified, making it at the end 
of its borders (three railways, a green zone, and a highway).

2018
The most important change started in 2008, when DSM 
decided to open up the Chemelot site for other companies 
as well. Which led to a new business park for research, 
the Chemelot Campus. This new campus was needed to 
attract more different companies and remain vital in the 
future, through more intensified collaborations. In addi-
tion, in 2012 a large rail terminal along the Juliana canal 
was made, to shift from moving cargo with trucks on the 
highway, to more with the rail- and waterways, to prevent 
further congestion on the A2 and further strengthen the 
multi-modality benefit of the site. Spatially, no large inter-
ventions have been done anymore. The focus of this region 
is more about restructuring and coping with shrinkage. 

1970
The most important development is the closure of the 
Statemine Maurits in 1967, which had a huge impact on 
region, largely depending on the mine industry. It was 
a national decision and therefore definite. Luckily the 
chemical industry by DSM was still growing sufficiently, 
which saved the area from an economic crisis. Heerlen 
for example, had greater economic problems, because 
they were even more dependent on the mining industry. 
In addition, the car as travel mode was rapidly increas-
ing. Causing the building of new highways. First from 
Heerlen to the North, and later to Maastricht as well.

1980
Despite the closure of the Maurits, the area kept devel-
oping and expanding itself. Especially Geleen and the 
smaller village Urmond and Elsloo planned large expan-
sions again. DSM as main economic anchor, providing 
many job opportunities. Infrastructural, the highway 
node is finished providing not just a North-South connec-
tion, but also an East-West connection to Belgium. The 
yellow dot is a large retail park, providing many shops. ¬
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1970 Closure of the mine, highway to Heerlen 1980 New highways finished, DSM grows

2000 Local business parks next to chemelot 2018 Fragmentation & Industrial city core
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CONCLUSIONS

The Chemelot region has a rich 
history, mainly driven by econom-
ic changes. The former agricultural 
villages are transformed to subur-
ban settlements that surround the 
Chemelot terrain. Where almost 
every city pushed its industry out-
wards, this region managed to clus-
ter it right in the heart of the re-
gion, creating an incredible unique 
urban form, but simultaneously 
a fragmented region as well. The 
large and heavy infrastructure that 
the chemical industry needs and 
demands cuts right through the 
surrounding urban cores. Separat-
ing them from each other, but also 
from the beautiful surrounding 
landscape (in the case of Geleen). 
Therefore, when thinking of this 
urban area as potential living area 
for knowledge workers, connect-
ing the different parts and reunite 
them with each other and the land-
scape is an important conclusion.
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1950 Foundation DSM, railconnection with canal 1960 Large expansions, DSM chemical focus
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS
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PROVINCIAL CONTEXT
For the knowledgeworkers, livabil-
ity is also important. Especially to 
live in a green and quiet environ-
ment, at cycle distance from work 
was one of the demands many (old-
er) knowledge workers prefer. There-
fore several spatial analysis is done. 
To start with, on provincinal scale. 

On the map on the right you can see 
the height map, with the Chemelot 
region in it. As can be seen, the 
chemelot region is in between the 
Meuse valley on the East, and the 
‘Heuvelland’ from the middle of 
South-Limburg onwards on the South. 

Therefore it becomes a average height 
valley, on the foot of the hills, sur-
rounded by the old streams, with as 
most imporant one the Geleenbeek. In 
the middle a red hill can be seen, which 
is the junk of the chemical and mining 
era, covered by a thick layer of earth 
and grass. Leading to an artificial hill.
In addition,  the Chemelot re-
gion is surrounded by green-
ery, together forming an ecolog-
ical head structure, which gives 
plenty of opportunities for recreation.  

9.: Geomorphological map of South-Limburg(simplified). 

10.: Green connecting zones in the stream valleys. 
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LANDSCAPE
The landscape is mapped 
abstractly. Promising are 
the various estates around 
the old castles, on the 
south, containing beau-
tiful pathways to walk. In 
those estates the rem-
nants of the small former 
streams are often still vis-
ible. In addition, the area 
around the Geleenbeek is 
worth wile to visit, which 
they are restructuring to-
wards Sittard, to make 
the Geleenbeek more 
visible. On the north, 
there is a small forest, 
which Chemelot current-
ly wants to cut down for 
expansion. And lastly, in 
the middle there is the 
Steinerbos. A high quality 
recreational forest, with a 
small golf court, and swim 
walk and sport opportu-
nities. Next to the Meuse 
river are some beauti-
ful green areas as well. 
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WATER
Water is increasingly seen as a quality 
in the 21th century. Many cities try to 
maximize its potential by redesigning 
their smaller and larger waterfronts 
into beautiful green spots to recreate 
or relax. A good example is the Dom-
mel in Eindhoven, turned from indus-
trial dump into a streaming and vital 
part of Eindhoven. The Chemelot re-
gion has four different types of water. 

Firstly, the Meuse River, as largest and 
oldest river, with its meandering flow, 
forms the core and most important 
element. Secondly, the Juliana Canal, 
which starts around Roermonds and 
merges with the Meuse river in Maas-
tricht again, is economically speaking 
of crucial worth for the inland ship-
ping. But has many green banks as 
well, which is why Urmond is building 
new houses near the canal. Thirdly, the 
streams are a type of water. From all 
the streams shown on the maps, the 
Geleenbeek is the largest one. The rest 
are smaller little streams sometimes 
not visible or only with a lot of rain. 
However, they largely influenced the 
landscape and belong to the region. 

Meuse River Juliana Canal Geleenbeek
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CULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Besides water and land-
scapes, the area contains 
plenty of cultural high-
lights, giving character 
and more sense of place 
and history to a region. 
From castles, to nation-
al monuments, mills, 
churches and the famous 
‘Limburgse hoeves’. The 
chemelot region has it all. 

3. Stein Castle 2. Steinerbos 6.Old Biesenhof 8.Statemine Maurits

1.Mill of Urmond 4.Castle Elsloo 5.Castle Genbroek 7.Renovated church
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AMENITIES
In terms of livability, 
enough amenities are 
crucial for a region, based 
on the research Je Zal Er 
Maar Wonen. With amen-
ities is meant everything 
to fulfill your basic needs, 
such as a supermarket, 
etc. This analysis proves 
there are sufficient num-
ber of amenities, especial-
ly sport facilities. However, 
due to shrinkage, cluster-
ing of the evenly spread 
amenities is becoming in-
creasingly important to re-
main vital and operational. 
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CONCLUSIONS
While the historic analysis showed the fragmentation 
of the region, mainly caused by the many infrastructur-
al barriers. The spatial analysis of the landscape, water, 
cultural highlights and the availability of amenities show 
many opportunities for the region. However, most of 
the estates and cultural highlights are not connected. To 
become more connected, the region should be seen as 
one city with 67.000 inhabitants, instead of seven dif-
ferent cores, with recreational cycle paths in the green 
surrounding zone connecitng the individual highlights. 
Such a cluster of city, untill now refered to as Chemelot 
region needs a name: Molecule Valley. This name refers 
to two things:  sillicon valley, as economic highly inno-
vative hotspot for computer chips. This region  could be 
just as famous for the  R&D in chemicals, of which mol-
ecules form the base. Especially if they manage to be 
the first chemical park that fully builds on Biogas. Sec-
ondly,  Molecule Valley refers to a literal valley, since it 
lies on the edge of the hills of South-Limburg, with the 
Geleenbeek streamvalley as important water element.

This Molecule Valley masterplan is 
focusing on station Geleen-Lutterade and Geleen-Oost, to 
generate an e-bike axis. Which is called ‘the Connector’. 
It connects the surrounding landscape, the stations, the 
Brightlands campus with the help of an (e)bike lane.  From 
the spatial analysis could be derived that especially in the 
surrounding green belt many beautiful estates and cultur-
al highlights can be found, but not yet properly connect-
ed. Therefore the plan also suggests connecting the qual-
ities with a new recreational cycle lane. Also the existing 
bike lanes from the north and the west will be connected 
with the (e)bike connector. Creating an inner cycling ring.  
This ring is conciously chosen to go trough Elsloo Stein 
and Urmond centres, to make sure the local inhabitants 

benefit as well. They need to be able to move as easy 
as possible in a healthy way to the other cores.  This is 
useful since that makes it more easy to share facilities in-
stead of all seven cores maintaining their own  facilities. 

In addition, the light red areas are potential places for 
knowledge workers to house themselves. On the edge 
of the current settlements close to the nature, and si-
multaneously close to their work in Molecule Valley. 
This housing of knowledge workers will partly be new 
buildings as well as some transformation of existing old 
mineworker dwellings. The masterplan also suggests for 
Chemelot to not expand to the north, but inwards close 
to the station. The monument of the Statemine Maurits, 
which is the reason that this whole city is here, can be 
used as the entry of the Chemelot campus, thereby re-
connecting to history. Of course expanding new campus 
development next to the station is also in advantage of 
more sustainable travel modes such as the train. There-
fore, an important element of the masterplan is up-
grading station Geleen-Lutterade, which has more rail 
capacity then it needs to have due to a new railway exit 
from the Chemelot directly to the south, meaning that 
much less freight trains need to pass Geleen-Lutterade. 

The next chapter will zoom in on this connector, 
to further analyse the local situation, with its cur-
rent programming, a strategy, concept and design. 
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Cultural highlights

Brightland campus

New recreative cycling

Fast (e)biking & EV

Current Pieterpad

New recreative route

Trainstation

Housing knowledgeworkers

students/expats housing

Green connections

Molecule Valley

Connector
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CHAPTER 4 
THE CONNECTOR 
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When combining the accessibility and livability con-
clusions. One important connector appears. This 
chapter will focus on the vision and design of this 
connector, including the several interventions.
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CURRENT QUALITIES
This connector currently has several 
interesting elements and qualities, 
that will briefly be discussed from top 
left to bottom right. First, the linear 
nature on the left of the cycling route, 
with trees around it, functioning as 
separation. When walking there it 
feels as if you’re in a park, instead of 
close to a chemical terrain. Secondly, 
there is one important remaining ele-
ment of the coal mines near the sta-
tion: Statemine Maurits. A key piece 
of the history of this region. Thirdly, 
80% of the shops and horeca of Ge-
leen are clustered in the yellow area. It 
used to be one of the largest and rich-
est shopping areas, and while it is not 
booming anymore, it still functions 
as the shopping and catering hub of 
Geleen in between the cycle highway 
and station Geleen-Lutterade. Fourth-
ly, the current station is relatively 
large, with bike facilities. Fifth, there 
is a sport and recreation park, Burge-
meester Damenpark. This includes a 
swimming pool, both in- and outside, 
and a track for racing cyclists. The rec-
reation park is partly surrounded by a 
high quality public park. Lastly, the Ge-
leenbeek is a very attractive landscape 
element to cycle, walk, and relax. 
Concluding: there are many 
qualities in this connector. 

Linear park on Chemelot site

Statemine Maurits

Example café Geleen 
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Well designed station area

Old Geleens houses

Geleenbeek
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CURRENT POINTS OF IMPROVEMENT
The area is not shrinking without a 
reason, there are some weaknesses 
in the region as well. Again, they are 
briefly discussed from top left to bot-
tom right. Firstly, the company terrain 
along the axis is home to many low-
end companies, such as car rental 
companies, waste processing, and 
carpentry. In addition, some of them 
are for empty and for rent, generating 
no comfortable views. Secondly, the 
worst spots have already been de-
molished, leading to some wasteland 
sites. Thirdly, the shopping and cater-
ing is currently coping with shrink-
age as well. There are shops for rend 
and the area is relatively large for the 
number of shops, catering, cafés and 
inhabitants. Fourthly, Geleen has a 
clear cycling route on the axis, but 
the rest is car-oriented asphalt, most 
of the time without a cycling path, 
leading to an unsafe feeling when cy-
cling through the city because of the 
fast driving cars. Fifthly, there is some 
wasteland on the northside of the 
recreational park as well. Lastly, the 
railroad crossing is not very advanced 
yet, and is not directly accessible from 
the station. Concluding, in addition to 
the qualities there definitely are some 
points of improvement, with as most 
important one the cycle unfriendliness 

Old low-end companies

Wasteland

Shop vacancy
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Car oriented road network

Wasteland

Geleenbeek
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CONNECTING
Both the points of improvements as 
qualities are taken into account to 
make a strategy, that eventually re-
sulted in a vision of the connector. 
Which is making a green City Boule-
vard South of the station Geleen-Lut-
terade, and a Knowledge Boulevard 
north of that station. Those two boule-
vards  are connected by a 1. (e)cycle 
lane that connects the Chemelot cam-
pus with 2. Train stations 3. Landscape 
4. History  5. Local program (shopping 
core, companies & recreational sport 
park) and 6. housing. Thereby over-
coming three large infrastructural 
barriers and boosting the inner city 
of Geleen, and make the Chemelot 
region more innovative, accessible 
by train, liveable and connective. 

This strategy led to a vision as shown in 
the map on the right. It contains differ-
ent implications, which are explained 
with the help of the five categories 
above, plus one for the Chemelot site 
itself. Since that intervention is the 
most crucial as well as complex one. 

VISION
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INTERVENTIONS
1. Continues bike route 
This is one of the most important ele-
ments, since it physically connects all 
the different elements with each oth-
er. It helps to solve the first- and last 
mile problem from the stations as ex-
plained earlier, overcomes infrastruc-
tural barriers and also connects with 
recreational routes in the surround-
ing landscape. The lateral arrows 
intertwine the connector with the 
surrounding neighborhoods and net-
works, with as most important later-
al arrow the planned bicycle highway 
from Maastricht to Sittard. The (e)bike 
lane on the Chemelot site is dashed, 
due to restricted permission. Only em-
ployees will have access through the 
site due to safety protocol reasons. 

3. Pulling the landscape in 
This is an important intervention, from 
the analysis appeared that the sur-
rounding landscape had high qualities. 
By pulling that in, green and quality is 
added to the city boulevard, making 
the cycling trip a comfortable and joy-
ful ride. In addition, it emphasizes that 
the surrounding landscape is worth-
while to visit and the continues tree 
line will form a guideline, stimulating 
people to recreate, bike and walk. The 
green axis which it lead to, is also im-
portant for the employees to enhance a 
healthy and restful work environment. 

2. Overcome infrastructural barriers
Especially the continuous (e)bike 
route stimulates this defragmenta-
tion, as explained earlier. However, 
the highly accessible stations play a 
role in that as well. They need to fa-
cilitate a shared (e)bike fleed and ser-
vices to break and pause. In addition, 
the yellow line represents the ringway 
(access roads) of Geleen. Currently it 
goes the same route as the cycle path. 
My suggestion is to use the parallel 
road and thereby splitting the car and 
shuttle system from the cycle path.

4. Connecting with history
As concluded from the historical anal-
ysis, this region has an interesting 
history, leading to the unique urban 
form it has today. Especially the mine 
area had a crucial influence for this 
region to strive and transform. There-
fore, it is important to be gentle for 
the several monuments that are left, 
with Statemine Maurits as new cam-
pus entry. In addition, the historic city 
centre of ‘Oud-Geleen’ is still intact, 
with its farmsteads and original gates. 
This is the large star on the bottom 
right. The other two are the city hall 
of Geleen (currently closed) and an 
old large office managing the elec-
tric power of the region in the north.

5. Enhance local program
Focus on this new City Boulevard is 
not just good for the accessibility by 
train and (e)bike for the Chemelot 
campuses, but also for the local econ-
omy of Geleen. Four interventions 
are proposed: firstly, the completion 
of the sport-and recreational park, 
allowing to cycle and walk around it, 
instead of just going through. Second-
ly, making the city centre with shops 
and restaurants more compact, to 
prevent vacancy and remain vital. The 
buildings that are left can be trans-
formed for expats to live in: a high 
dense area, close to facilities, sport 
park, shops, restaurants, cafés, sta-
tion and campus. Thirdly the low-end 

company terrain that now lies right 
above the new campus, can move in 
the future to an existing business park 
on the right. Thereby generating more 
growing possibilities for Chemelot 
companies near the City Boulevard. 
Lastly, housing the long stay knowl-
edge workers, that demand a quiet 
green area, with enough space, close 
to amenities and work, planned on 
the city edges. Both transformation of 
existing houses, as building new ones. 

6. House knowledgeworkers
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3. Pulling the landscape in1. Continuous (e)bike route 2. Overcoming infrastructural barriers, 
stations as key

4. Connect with history 5. Enhance local program 6. House knowledge workers
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Connector: sum of all elements

The connector is not a physical in-
tervention, but a conceptual one, 
clustering all interventions in one 
axis from the Meuse river to the Ge-
leenbeek. Thereby connecting the 
Brightlands Campus with landscape, 
history, trainstations and local pro-
gram (recreation, housing, shops). 
The ultimate goal of this vision was to 
make this region more accessible and 
livable region for knowledge workers 
to come to and stay in Molecule Val-
ley. This vision hopes to contribute to 
that. In the next chapter this vision 
is translated in a design. First on the 
city boulevard, then on the new cam-
pus development near the station, 
creating a new node, which will work 
as an incubator for the whole region.

As explained earlier in this research, 
the campus wants to expand with 
124.000 m2, 100 companies, 1400-
2300 knowledge workers and 400 stu-
dents in 2025. Those companies can 
be divided in several subcategories: 
production, test- and demonstration 
facilities, research & development, 
headquarters and education. (Vision: 
Connecting Chemelot, 2016). For the 
vision those are categorized in heavy 
industry, light industry and purely re-
search and development. For the lat-
ter, not many restrictions are needed. 
The heavy industry however, as well 
as the light industry hold many strict 
regulations, especially on safety and 
environmental issues. Therefore, they 
should be clustered more to the mid-
dle of the terrain, which gives them 
larger safety margins, allowing the 
surrounding neighbourhoods less nui-
sance, and generates opportunities on 
the edge for a buffer zone and linear 
park where the knowledge institutions 
can have a green setting, thereby im-
proving the working environment. This 
rearrangement of companies is not 
easy to manage of course, but there 
are opportunities due to Chemelots 
ambitions to become more sustain-
able, using biogas as input instead of 
fossil fuels, demanding for a rethink-
ing of the structure, location and con-
nection between companies anyway. 

7. Campus expansion towards station

My vision is not to grow to the north-
west, but to the south-east towards 
the station and State mine, use that as 
an great entry and portal for train and 
(e)bike commuters. The concept draw-
ing on the right also includes a grid, 
meaning the heavy industry uses large 
plots, and the more lighter industry 
and R&D can have a smaller plot size. 
Around the current Brightland campus 
is located many heavy industry, acces-
sible by rail, perfect for test-facilities. 
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Connector: sum of all elements Connector abstract
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CHAPTER 5: 
CITY BOULEVARD 
KNOWLEDGE BOULEVARD 
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The connector as explained is the sum of all in-
terventions and a crucial aspect to increase both 
the accessibility as livability. This chapter will fo-
cus  on the two main elements of the connector. 
The city boulevard and the knowledge boulevard.
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As briefly explained in the vision ear-
lier, several interventions are needed. 
This resulted in a city boulevard. This 
paragraph will explain the masterplan 
of this city boulevard in more detail. 
Starting from the bottom right with the 
knowledge workers new houses, they 
will be in a very green setting, and big 
enough to house an entire family close 
to the Geleenbeek, the City Boulevard 
and the new recreational cycle path. 
Furthermore, the station and railroad 
crossing are not right next to each 
other, leading to a split up. This is fine 
however, due to enough space for 
shared (e)bike renting. There already 
are some bike facilities and you can 
park your car for availability. Then the 
sport and recreational park, for which 
you can cycle around now. In the city 
centre one overall clear pavement is 
used and trees are added in the first 
street from the crossing. The pink 
color shows the transformation possi-
bilities for expat housing. And on the 
far left Chemelot Brightlands station 
is shown. The pictures are references 
from other city boulevards to gener-
ate a better idea how it could look like.

MASTERPLAN SOUTH

THE CITY BOULEVARD

Geplande Stadsboulevard Vestdijk

Shoppend publiek
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MASTERPLAN SOUTH

Burgemeester Damenpark

Stadsboulevard Hertogstraat (Wets8)
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City Boulevard

Parallel car road 2

Parallel car road 1

Ring road

Ring road

One of the main goals was making the 
Current Brightlands Chemelot Cam-
pus more accessible with train and (e)
bike, resulting in a broader cycle path 
from both stations, Geleen East as Ge-
leen-Lutterade, to the campus. To do 
so, the current street profile had to 
change from a broad asphalt car based 
road, to a city boulevard: more space 
for green, cycling and pedestrians. Of 
course the houses next to this boule-
vard need to have to be accessible by 
car too. Therefore, the street is made 
one way only towards the campus, in-
stead of two ways. Traffic technical this 
is possible, since this axis is current-
ly not that much used by car besides 
destination traffic, and there are two 
parallel roads with a broad enough 
profile to cope with the little extra 
car traffic as shown on the small map.

SECTION DESIGN
The section on the follow page existis 
of several components: small similar 
trees, a cycle path, a road for the shut-
tle bus and a pedestrian walk. As can 
be seen in the technical section, the 
cycling path will be 4 meters broad. 
This is one of the smaller profiles of 
the road, only near the city centre it 
becomes even more smaller. In that 
case only the pedestrian walks, (e)
cycling path, and the shuttle and car 
lane remains. The city boulevard is 
recognisable by the trees, cycle lane 
and yellow stone pedestrian walks. 

TRAFFIC

Old situation , beekhover steet . 

OLD SITUATION

section
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TRAFFIC

OLD SITUATION

NEW SITUATION
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MASTERPLAN NORTH

THE KNOWLEDGE BOULEVARD

North of the Brightlands Chemelot 
station the Boulevard continues. How-
ever, it is not that dense anymore. A 
much broader road profile and in-
tensified green. Therefore, the City 
Boulevard transforms into a Knowl-
edge Boulevard. It is called that way 
because it is connecting the new 
campus near the station with the 
test facilities and R&D of the current 
Chemelot Campus, creating a linear 
axis, called the Knowledge Boulevard. 
As already described in the vision, the 
old statemine is renewed and used as 
official entry for the Chemelot terrain. 
More on the campus part is discussed 
later. After the new chemelot develop-
ments, a linear park arises along the 
knowledge boulevard. Before, there 
were no sightlines through the cam-
pus. This masterplan allows a preview 
sometimes of the linear park. Making 
the cycling trip more attractive. The 
buildings along this axis are spread, 
to give them enough space, and stim-
ulate walking and cycling in between, 
making it a more healthy work envi-
ronment.  In the middle, the greenery 
is going into the neighbourhood, lead-
ing to a monumental building from the 
mine era. This is possible, since there is 
enough space between the buildings, 
currently some wasteland. The little 
dike in which some of the light indus-

try buildings are situated (light purple) 
gives the linear park a more protected 
and quiet feeling. Lastly when going 
to the current Brightlands Campus 
the greenery is continued, to really 
give it one whole identity and invite 
more companies to settle in this axis. 
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Again, the current car movements 
are taken into account. And will be 
moved to the parallel road. Howev-
er, as can be seen in the sections, the 
road is relatively broad. Therefore, 
unnecessary to fully ban the car. In 
the section is also place for the bus.

SECTION DESIGN
As can be seen in the old situation, 
again much asphalt is used. There is no 
pedestrian walk on the left side and it 
is a car oriented. Some positive points 
are that there are already large trees 
and on the left a thin line of forest. 
The new Campus Boulevard demands 
pedestrian friendliness as well, and 
builds forward on same recognisable 
components as the City Boulevard. 4 
meter of (e)cycle path, yellow brick pe-
destrian walks, 3.5 meter of greenery 
next to the cycle path and less space 
for the car to degrade the speed. Line-
ar car parking is still possible, close to 
the existing companies, far from the 
cycling. There are some differences 
with the City Boulevard components 
as well though: the curbstones are 
rounded to give a more fluent feel-
ing, and make the greenery thereby 
more easy to access. In addition, the 
hight differences are conscious and 
referring to the landscape of Limburg, 
which is always hilly and has many hol-
low roads laying in the former streams.

TRAFFIC

OLD SITUATION

section
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OLD SITUATION

NEW SITUATION
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CHAPTER 6: 
CAMPUS DESIGN 
AND IMPRESSIONS
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One of the most important parts of the Connector is 
the new Chemelot campus expansion around Statem-
ine Maurits especially in relation with the Brightlands 
Chemelot Station (former Geleen-Lutterade). 
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Innovative and green
The idea is to use the Statemine Mau-
rits as entry for the chemelot site 
surrounded by offices and research 
and development for Chemelot com-
panies. On the south is the starting 
point the station. And three traffic 
streams can be seperated. Walking is 
the yellow straight line from the sta-
tion to the StateMine, orange is the 
cycling path and the grey one is for the 
shuttle during rush hours and desti-
nation traffic. The State Mine will be 
renovated to become a meeting hub 
to lunch during the break. This is done 
by adding a large spacious conserv-
atory, combing the old and the new. 
The ordening principle of the campus 
is four courtyards, refering to the old 
limburgse hoeves and the buildings 
block principles of the surrounding 
neighborhoods. In those courtyards 
there is plenty of greenery for knowl-
edge workers to have a break, walk 
or  do some exercise.      The grey 
buildings are the exisiting ones. Some 
of them current headquarters of 
Chemelot companies already (nitro-
gen). Others, closer to the Statemine 
Maurits are some of the rare mu-
nicipal monuments of the region.

CAMPUS

Concept
Important in the ground plan was 
the sightline directly from the station 
to the Statemine, and in addition, 
the existing roads structure is main-
tained, to let the buidlings remain 
accessible. Three knowledge court-
yards, one central square for meet-
ings and lunch plus the open connec-
tion to the linear park on the north.
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Concept
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5 Knowledge workers having a break in the R&D courtyard
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BRIGHTLANDS CHEMELOT STATION

2 Cycling to and from the upgraded Brightlands Chemelot Station
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BRIGHTLANDS CHEMELOT STATION



94Straight pedestrian axis from the station to Statemine Maurits1
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This research started with the following research ques-
tion. How could the Chemelot region improve their acces-
sibility and livability to attract and keep knowledge work-
ers, students and expats? The answer is as follows. From 
the literature study on knowledge workers appeared that 
knowledge workers not just find car, but also train acces-
sibility important. This accessibility by train can be large-
ly improved by using the growing e-bike trend and buy 
a shared electric vehicle (e)-bike fleed to rent on station 
Geleen-Lutterade and Geleen-East. Thereby reducing the 
average travel time by train from Maastricht, Roermond 
and Heerlen with 38%, making it more competitive with 
the car and for the case Maastricht – Brightland campus 
even faster than the car. Many knowledge workers come 
from Maastricht, Roermond and Heerlen and could there-
fore more easily chose for the train-(e)bike combination, 
which is more healthy and sustainable as well and in line 
with the provincial policies to get more people on the 
bike. For the direct e-bike for the people that live within a 
range of 15km, the Chemelot region should be taken more 
into account. The chemelot region, existing of the munic-
ipalities Stein, Beek, and the Geleen part of Sittard-Ge-
leen, houses several very large economic anchors such as 
DSM and Sabic, leading to massive commuter streams. 
Therefore, more time and money is needed to be invest-
ed in an improved cycle network for this city, especially in 
between the stations Geleen-Lutterade and Geleen-Oost. 

Considering livability the area has plenty of qualities such 
as landscapes, recreation, water, cultural highlights and 
amenities for knowledge workers to be attractive enough 
to live. When using the growth possibilities of the current 
Brightlands campus not to the north, but to the Bright-
lands Chemelot Station, a nice linear high-quality work 
environment develops, a campus boulevard. This is good 
due to the stimulate movement, health of the employees 
and therefore their productiveness. In addition, by devel-

CONCLUSIONS
oping new buildings for R&D around station Geleen-Lut-
tade, in combination with a City Boulevard, the local 
economy of Geleen can be stimulated, creating not just a 
better accessibility but also more liveness and attractive-
ness. All these elements make it more plausible for the 
knowledge workers to stay and house themselves in Mol-
ecule Valley: a connected, innovative and livable region.
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